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BAND: The feature of the closure that releases when the closure is removed from bottle.  The band is used for a 
tamper-indicating feature.
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CAPPING: Refers to application of a closure onto a container.

CLOSURE: Used interchangeably with the term “cap.”  

COATING: Term applied generally to all enamels, varnishes, size materials both inside and outside of closure.

COMPRESSION: A method of molding thermoplastic materials wherein molten plastic resin is extruded and placed into a 
cavity and formed under pressure by hydraulic or mechanical force.  The process is done on a continuous motion rotary 
molding machine.

CONTAINER: Refers to complete glass, aluminum, or plastic jar or bottle including the base, body and finish. 

CRIZZLES OR CHECKS (GLASS) Crizzles or checks are microscopic splits or cracks in the glass finish caused by improper 
handling or cooling during manufacture.  These very fine cracks can cause a slow loss of vacuum within the finished package 
and are, therefore,  dangerous. The following terms are used to describe these cracks depending on size:
• Check (smallest)
• Crizzle
• Split
• Crack (largest)

“CUT-THROUGH”: Term applied when container cuts all of the way through the liner either due to sealing or retorting.

F.D.A.: Food & Drug Administration (regulates closure materials for use on food product).   

FACE : Outside of closure.

FILL TEMPERATURE: The internal product temperature in the container immediately after exiting from the capper.

FINISH:  Neck of glass, aluminum, or plastic container which comes in contact with the closure.  
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GPI: Glass Packaging Institute (regulates and standardizes glass finish specifications).
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HEADSPACE: The area between the product and the top of the container. 

HOT FILLING: A thermal filling process designed to commercially sterilize both the product being filled and the container and 
closure. Filled product temperatures typically range between 150 °F to 210 °F depending on the product and time of the 
cooling process.  

INTERRUPTED THREAD:  Threads on the neck finish of bottle or the closure that are not continuous. The vertical slots in the 
threads aide in drainage of residual product from over filling, allow for improved venting of pressurized products, and mold 
relief to prevent damage during part ejection.

LINER: A material retained in a closure to provide a sealing surface against the finish of a container.  These materials can 
include TPE, rubber, plastic, cork, coated paper, and foil.  Typically foils have a pressure sensitive coating or are heat 
induction sealed to the container finish.

OPEN BATH STERILIZATION: Refers to a package heat treatment after capping below 212 F (100 ºC). 

ONE PIECE TOP RING: The portion of the glass mold which forms the sealing surface of the glass finish.

OVERRIDING PRESSURE: Refers to the pressure introduced to a “closed” retort vessel for the purpose of holding a PT 
closure on the container due to internal package pressure build-up. Also used for lug closure to prevent venting of 
product during retorting.  During the retorting process, the temperature and pressure inside a sealed container increases.  
Therefore, overriding air pressure is required to compensate for the pressure inside the container and prevent the closure 
from being displaced or damaged.
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PET: Abbreviation for Polyethylene Terephthalate.  Known as thermoplastic polyester.  Has the unusual ability to exist 
in either an amorphous or highly crystalline state.  The crystalline state is necessary for extruding the material, and the 
amorphous state permits it to be oriented. Widely used in beverage bottles and in food trays designed for microwave and 
conventional ovens.

PACKAGE: Refers to filled and capped glass, aluminum or plastic container containing a product.

PANEL: Upper section or top of closure. 

PASTEURIZING: The processing of products below 212 F (100 ºC).

PITCH: On a closure thread, the distance from one point to a similar point on the next adjacent thread.

PROCESS (PROCESSED): In Silgan terminology, this term refers to the fact that the finished package receives some type of 
heat treatment following capping. More generally refers to a heat treatment above 212 F (100 ºC), usually with overriding 
pressure in closed retort vessel.

REMOVAL TORQUE: The rotational force with which a threaded closure is removed or unscrewed from a bottle finish. It de-
fines the amount of rotational force necessary to loosen, open, or remove the closure. A properly designed package should 
have a removal torque range appropriate for its intended use and the consideration of any requirements for child resistant 
or tamper evident closure needs.

RETORT: Cooking vessel for filled containers – sometimes referred to as an autoclave.

RETORTING (AUTOCLAVE): Refers to a package heat treatment after capping within a closed retort in excess of 212 ºF.

REVERSE: Inside of closure.

ROCKWELL: A method for measuring the hardness of metal.

ROPP : Acronym for aluminum closure referred to as Roll-On Pilfer Proof.
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SADDLE (GLASS): Amount of variation (with reference to a perfect plane) in the  sealing surface (top)  of the glass finish.

SEALING: Refers to the application of a closure onto a glass, aluminum or plastic container forming an air tight seal, 
synonymous with capping.

SEALING SURFACE: This is the portion of the glass, aluminum or plastic finish which contacts the sealing material of the 
closure and forms an air tight seal

SKIRT: The vertical part of a closure below the shoulder.

SPRUE: The passage through which a molten material is introduced into a mold 

STRIPPED CLOSURE: Refers to a LUG closure that has been over-applied to the extent that the lugs have been “stripped” 
(bent) off the glass threads on the finish.

Ready to Begin with Closure? Contact an Expert Today. 
Visit silgancls.com


